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Four Important Considerations You Should Make Before Chartering an Aircraft
Charter aircraft can often help travelers with unique transportation needs such as remote locations, poor or non-existent commercial
scheduled service, time sensitive itineraries, safety or security concerns, and many other reasons. However, there are many important
variables associated with chartering an aircraft that should be considered before committing to a charter flight. This document is not
comprehensive of all factors to be considered for each trip, but rather is designed to highlight some of the important issues that will
hopefully lead you down a path towards making your decision on a charter flight that will be a great experience for you and your travelers.

Safety
The most important issue for all involved with any aviation related product or
service. Your personal safety cannot and should not be taken for granted.
Although every country around the world has regulations governing various aviation
charter operations, those regulations are not consistent from one country to another
and should be viewed generally as a minimum requirement for providing these
services to the general public. Issues to consider related to your safety include, but
are not limited to:
•

Verification that a charter operator, aircraft, and flight crew are appropriately
certified by the aviation authority responsible for each charter operation.

•

The safety history of the charter operator, their aircraft and flight crew
should be determined in advance so that you can include their factual safety
history into your decision making. This should include recorded incidents as
well as accidents, as well as maintenance and operational issues.

•

Avionics systems and other safety equipment on-board the aircraft.
Technology advancements over the years have allowed the development
of new equipment and devices that greatly assist in the prevention of
accidents.

•

Proper Liability Insurance coverage should be verified prior to committing to
any charter flight.
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Operational Variables
There are literally hundreds of different aircraft makes and
models that can be chartered around the world. Every aircraft
was designed and built around a specific range of purposes
that include speed, range, runway requirements, size of
passenger and cargo/baggage compartments, and other
performance factors. Some important considerations for your
charter flight might be:
•

Can the aircraft depart and land at the airports most
convenient for your trip?

•

Will the passenger cabin comfortably handle all the
passengers in your party?

•

Does the aircraft have the necessary range to make
the trip non-stop based on the particular variables
associated with your flight? If not, what options has the charter operator or broker provided to you?

•

Is the charter operator or broker offering you an aircraft that is significantly beyond the requirements of your trip based on
the availability of their fleet?

•

Will the aircraft be able to accommodate your in-flight needs related to catering, internet access, entertainment, relaxing,
etc.?

•

Will the aircraft offered be able to avoid any airborne weather that might disrupt your flight or make for an uncomfortable
experience for the passengers?

Financial Considerations
Chartering an aircraft can be a very different experience for travelers who are used to buying a ticket on an airline. Aircraft
charter is actually more like a taxi service than an airline ticket in the sense that the cost is based largely on the amount of
time that the aircraft will be dedicated to your itinerary, in addition to other expenses that typically result from the mandatory or
optional use of third party service providers that are involved with your trip.
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It is always important to secure a trip quote from your charter
operator or broker prior to committing and have the provider
indicate as to whether the quote is a fixed quote that will be
consistent with the final price, or if it is an estimate of the total
charges. If it is an estimate, make sure that you are advised
as to which part or parts of the estimate are not firm and what
the potential ranges of cost might be in any particular category.
With many charter flights you will find the following list of
charges:
•

Flight hours multiplied by the hourly rate for a
particular aircraft type.

•

Fuel surcharge, often times based on a national
average price of jet fuel multiplied by the actual flight
hours flown on a particular trip.

•

A tax consistent with the percentage rate charged in a particular country. Not all charges associated with a charter flight
are always subject to tax, and this can be a significant amount, so request an explanation of any tax related charges.

•

You will occasionally see charges for airport landing fees or airway fees, especially at large, international airports or on
itineraries overflying numerous countries.

•

In the event that your trip is over multiple days, there could be charges related to overnight expenses for the flight crew.

•

The charter operator will typically be billed for such passenger requested items as catering, limousine service, rental
car or other third party services. It is common that the charter operator or broker will pay these charges directly to the
vendor and bill the charter customer their cost plus a reasonable handling fee.

Who do you turn to for assistance?
If you are not an experienced charter consumer, you may want to consider a professional charter broker to represent you for
your charter flight needs. A good broker will work on your behalf to ensure that they will offer up options to you that have been
vetted and researched related to all of the items above. A professional charter broker will disclose up front whether or not
they are representing the charter buyer or charter operator on a particular trip. A broker will earn their fee either as an add-on
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percentage to the overall cost of the trip or at a flat rate depending on the arrangements
you make with your broker.

You should select a broker with an excellent
reputation and significant experience
Some brokers purchase large quantities of charter from the industry and have negotiated
discounts with certain charter operators, making it possible for you to use the services of a
professional broker and still maintain a final cost similar to what it would have been if you
worked directly with the charter operator. Aircraft Charter brokerage is NOT a regulated
industry, and therefore it is important that you select a broker with an excellent reputation,
significant experience, and one that makes you comfortable through their performance with
handling your trips. You should shy away from brokers who do not have a permanent office
or cannot provide you with at least several customer referrals.
Additionally, there are companies that constantly monitor, analyze, and audit charter operators around
the world, such as ARGUS International, Inc. ARGUS maintains a proprietary system of evaluating
charter operators called CHEQ (Charter Evaluation and Qualification) that combines the factual
safety history of a charter operator, aircraft and/or pilot, and compares that operator’s safety record
against relative industry benchmarks. Charter operators that have a safety history equal to or greater
than their peers are provided with an ARGUS Gold Rating, and through the addition of an on-site
operational audit, can achieve the highest accreditation available through an independent, unbiased
third party, an ARGUS Platinum Rating. More information on the CHEQ system can be found at
www.ARGUS.aero.

ARGUS International, Inc. (ARGUS) is the industry leader in providing specialized aviation services to companies that manufacture, finance, operate,
maintain, and market commercial and business aircraft, as well as providing products and services to end user consumers worldwide. ARGUS is the
worldwide leader in performing on-site safety audits for corporate flight departments, charter operators, and commercial airlines. Key services include
Charter Evaluation & Qualification (CHEQ) and CHEQPoint, Professional Resources In System Management (PRISM), TRAQPak market intelligence data
service, aircraft operating cost reports, market research, and aviation and travel consulting. ARGUS is headquartered in Cincinnati, OH, with additional
offices in Denver, CO, Philadelphia, PA, and Columbus, OH.
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